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TAXATION SECTION 

STATE MICHIGAN 

May 15, 1996 

Dear Taxation Section Members: 

In the last issue of the Michigan Tax Lawyer, I described the Tax 
Section's "reach-out" activities. Two of those deserve follow-up. Additionally, two 
"in-house" changes have occurred. 

A first-time meeting with Michigan's tax legislators took place on May 
8, 1996, at the University Club in East Lansing. It was a huge success. Tax Council 
members as well as State and Local Tax Committee members met with members of 
the House Tax Policy Committee and the Senate Finance Committee. Greg Nowak 
organized this meeting to open a dialogue between Taxation Section members and the 
individuals responsible for tax legislation. His efforts were rewarded by an 
enthusiastic response to his invitation and an animated discussion. We plan to make 
this an annual event. 

Also, by the time you receive this issue, the Ninth Annual Summer Tax 
Conference will have concluded. All indications are that it will be big success. Mark 
Larson has worked hard to prepare an impressive list of national and state speakers. 
Holding our conference in the beautiful northern Michigan resort at Grand Traverse 
allows us to attract national speakers who welcome a weekend retreat at our expense. 
(Our budget does not allow for an honorarium.) Do not miss this unique opportunity. 
Next year's conference is on June 20 and 21, 1997. 

In addition to reaching out, the Taxation Section is also getting 
organized! Six years ago, as a new member of the Taxation Section Council, I 
struggled to become acclimated. This last year, as the new Chairperson, I found 
myself searching past minutes for answers to questions from Taxation Section 
members. From that experience, the idea of a Taxation Section Policies and 
Procedures Manual was born. This year's Council Members and Committee 
Chairpersons submitted descriptions of their current and past responsibilities. Our 
Program Facilitator, Karen Ntzol, compiled those job descriptions along with policies, 
procedures, and administrative information. The result is a Manual that we hope will 
be a valuable resource for future Council Members and Committee Chairpersons, 
allowing them to perform their jobs more effectively and more efficiently. 
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Finally, you will see that this issue of the Michigan Tax Lawyer has 
a new editor, Eric Weiss. Eric has been working with Joe Bonventre on the 
Publication Committee in preparation for the transition. Joe has stepped-down 
after two years of excellent leadership. The Michigan. Tax Lawyer is recognized 
nationally as a model publication for other Taxation Sections. We are grateful to 
Joe for his dedicated service as editor and we appreciate Eric assuming this 
significant responsibility. 

Sincerely, 

~ 9.)(-wU 
Carol J. Karr, Chairperson 
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Michigan Tax Lawyer-2nd Quarter 1996 Committees - posed rules concerning 40~(k) contri-Report of the 

butions, proposals concernmg new Corporation Committee audit requirements, the interpreta-
Kenneth M. Kingma, Chairperson tive bulletin on participant educa-
Kemp, Klein, Umphrey & Endelman, P.C. tion the new in-house asset manager 
Suite 600 Columbia Center clas~ exemption, Varity v Howe and 
201 West Big Beaver Road Department of Labor enforcement 
P.O. Box 4300 Troy, Michigan 48099-4300 activities. 
(810) 528-1111 

Nothing to Report Report of Estates 
and Trusts Committee 

Report of the Employee Edward M. Deron, Chairperson 
Benefits Committee Evans & Luptak, P.L.C. 

2500 Buhl Building 
Sherill Siebert, Chairperson Detroit, Michigan 48226 
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn (313) 963-9625 
2290 First National Building 

1. Chairperson's Message. Detroit, M I 48226 
(313) 256-7502 On the subject of "Forms, Forms and 

More Forms" or better still ''Which 
1. Chairperson's Message. Form is the Correct Form," be ad-
Keeping with tradition, the meeting vised that Internal Revenue Service 
of the Employee Benefits Committee has released a December 1995 revi-
to be held in conjunction with the sion of Form 2848, Power of Attorney 
State Bar's Annual Meeting will be and Declaration of Representative. 
devoted to a liaison with Employee It is in your best interest to immedi-
Plan representatives from the IRS. ately obtain and start using that 
At 2:00 p.m. on September 18, ~9~6, version as I am aware of at least one 
Joan Sweeney, Chief, EP/EO DIVI- incident where an IRS employee 
sion Northeast Region Key District, refused to accept a properly com-Aile~n Murphy, EP Technical Coordi- pleted February 1993 revision of said 
nator, Northeast Region Key District, form because that revision indicates 
Janna Skufca, ChiefEP Branch 1, an expiration date of February 29, 
Northeast Region Key District and 1996. 
Cincinnati District, and Larry As reported under part 3 of this 
Burleson, EP Group Manager, Cin- report, Floyd Schmitzer of the Michi-
cinnati District, will be joining us. It gan Department of Treasury has 
would be helpful if we could provide agreed to make an update presenta-
our speakers in advance with a list of tion on the Michigan Estate Tax, 
topics that would be of interest to our Michigan Income Tax and tax related 
members. Please send me any sug- provisions that affect estates and 
gestions you may have for topics that trusts at our September 18th commit-
you would like to see covered by these tee meeting. In order to make his 
IRS Employee Plan personnel. presentation as informative and 

2. Recent Activities. 
timely as possible, Floyd has a~ked 
me to solicit from you any specific 

On May 9, 1996, our Committee met questions and/or topics of interest 
with Mr. William Taylor from the that you would like to have ad-e Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Depart- dressed. Please mail or fax that 
ment of Labor in which we discussed information to me no later than 
a number of topics including pro- August 15th, so that I can get it to 5 
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Floyd sufficiently in advance of his enacted as Act 131 of the Public Acts 
presentation. My fax number is (313) of 1996 replacing Act 9 of the Public 
963-8252. Your cooperation is Acts of 1971. Unlike under the old 
greatly appreciated. statute, there is no fixed time limit 

Do you have a meeting presenta- for the execution and delivery of a 
tion topic and/or speaker that inter- disclaimer under the new "Disclaimer 
ests you? Do you have some informa- of Property Interests Act." Among 
tion that you would be interested in other changes, the new statute also 
sharing with committee members expands the group who can disclaim 
by way of a meeting presentation, and provides for a broad definition 
article or otherwise? If so, please of property. The new statute can be 
contact me. found at M.C.L.A. Sections 554.871 

to 554.890. 
2. Recent Activities. 
On June 6, 1996, our Committee 
participated in a joint meeting with Report of the 
the Corporation and Partnership International Tax Committees at which Tim Dankoff 
and Dean Rocheleau of Plante & Law Committee 
Moran, LLP led a discussion on the Edward D. MacDonald, Chairperson 
topic of ''Valuation of Ownership Chrysler Corporation 
Interests in Family Businesses for 1 ooo Chrysler Drive, 485-12-30 
Federal Gift and Estate Tax Pur- Auburn Hills, Michigan 48326 
poses." Tim and Dean's comments {810) 512-3064 ft) focused on the valuation of gifts 

1. Recent Developments. of limited partnership and LLC 
interests, including discounts and Proposed Regulations under§ 7701 
Chapter 14 matters. On May 9, 1996 the IRS issued 

proposed regulations under§ 7701 
3. Future Schedule. implementing the check-the-box 
On Wednesday, September 18, 1996 entity classification proposal an-
at 2:00 p.m. in Grand Rapids, Michi- nounced in Notice 95-14. Once 
gan (in conjunction with the 1996 finalized, these regulations will 
State Bar Annual Meeting), Floyd simplify the entity classification 
Schmitzer, Assistant Administrator, regime. For further information, 
Individual Taxes Division, Michigan refer to the feature article in this 
Department of Treasury, will make issue entitled Entity Classification -
an update presentation on the topic "Check the Box" Proposed 
of "Michigan Taxes and Tax Related Regulations. 
Provisions (Estate Tax, Income Tax, 

Proposed Changes to Export Sales Homestead Exemption, Disclaimers, 
Etc.) That Affect Estates and Trusts." Source Rules 

Please contact my secretary, Petra On June 4, 1996 President Clinton 
Madison at (313) 596-0644 if you plan announced a proposal for a tuition 
to attend the September 18th meet- tax credit and changes in the export 
ing so that we can be sure to arrange sales source rules to fund the credit. 
adequate seating. The proposal would reduce the per-

centage of export profits generally 
4. Important Developments. treated as foreign source from 50 
As of March 15, 1996, Michigan has percent to 25 percent. This change fpl a new disclaimer statute in the form would be effective for taxable years 

6 
of Senate Bill 496 which has been beginning after the date of enact-
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ment. This change would further organizations formed by federally 
exacerbate many companies' excess recognized Indian tribes; insurance 
foreign tax credit position by limiting companies under subchapter L; a 
the amount of income treated as state chartered or FDIC insured 
foreign source. bank; an entity wholly owned by a 

State or political subdivision· a 
publicly traded partnership. ' 

Report of the 
Partnership Committee Single member entities. The proposed 

Anthony Ilardi, Chairperson 
regulations adopt a very important 

Mager, Mercer, Scott & Alber, P.C. 
rule concerning single member 

755 West Big Beaver Rd., Ste. 1700 
entities. Generally, these entities 

Troy, Michigan 48084 
will be disregarded for federal tax 

(81 0} 362-8212 
purposes, unless the entity files an 
election to be taxed as a corporation. 

1. Recent Activities. Thus, for an entity owned by a single 
On June 6 1996, the Partnership individual, the entity will be disre-
Committee held a joint meeting with garded and the activities treated as 
the Corporation Committee and the the activities of a sole proprietor. If 
Estates and Trusts Committee at the ~he ~ntity is owned by another entity, 
offices of Plante & Moran. Tim It will be treated as a division. Only 
Dankoff, a business appraiser with a handful of states permit single 
Plante & Moran, and committee member LLCs. Given the new IRS 

- member Dean Rocheleau, also of position, undoubtedly most states 
Plante & Moran, lead a discussion will amend their LLC statutes to 
on valuation issue. permit single member LLCs. 

2. Important Developments. Foreign entities. Slightly different 
On May 9, 1996, the Department of rules apply to foreign entities. The 
Treasury issued what may be the proposed regulations list 80 foreign 
most significant partnership regula- entities that will always be classified 
tions in many years: the long as corporations. In all other cases 
awaited "check-the-box" proposed foreign entities will be classified a~: 
regulations. Once the proposed a partnership, if it has two or more 
regulations become final, the old members and any member has un-
Kintner four corporate characteristic limited liability; an association if no 
classification tests -limited liabil- member has unlimited liability; and 
ity, continuity of life, centralization of disregarded if it has a single owner 

m~nagement and free transferability that has unlimited liability. 
of mterests - will be irrelevant. 

T 
Effective date. The regulations will 

Don:estic entities. Generally, an not be effective until the date the 
entity that is not formed under a final regulations are issued. Hear-
corporation statute will be classified ings are scheduled on August 21, 
as a partnership if the entity has two 1996. 
members. The entity need not file an 

3. Future Schedule. election unless it wants to be treated 
as a corporation. Certain organiza- The Committee is planning a joint 
tions will continue to be treated as program with the Corporation 
corporations. These include: organi- Commit~ee at the annual meeting, to 
zations formed under state law joint- be held m Grand Rapids on Septem-
stock company statutes, certain her 18, 1996. The program will 

7 
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concern valuation issues in family tive initiatives to enhance taxpayer 
limited partnerships and closely-held rights. Many of these initiatives 
corporations. were part of the Revenue Reconcilia-

tion Actof 1995 which was vetoed. 

Report of the Practice 
Among the highlights are increased 
taxpayer ombudsman to issue au-

and Procedure thority to address taxpayer concerns. 
The new procedures allow the om-

Committee budsman Taxpayer Assistance Or-
Eric M. Nemeth, Chairperson ders (TAO) to direct the IRS to pay 
Raymond & Prokop, P.C. refunds immediately to taxpayers 
2000 Town Center, Suite 2400 eligible for a refund to relieve severe 
Southfield, Michigan 48075 financial hardship. Additionally, 

the Ombudsman is required to track 
1. Chairperson's Message. IRS responses to administrative 
A Committee Meeting was held on problems. TAOs will now have 
April9, 1996. Our speaker was greater protection from recession as 
Aaron Sherbin of Finkel, Whitefield, the regulations under Section 7811 of 
Selik, Raymond, Ferrara & Feldman, the Code limiting the authority to the 
P.C. Mr. Sherbin's topic was IRS Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner 
collection matters. The Committee or ombudsman to modify or rescind 
thanks Mr. Sherbin for his efforts the TAO. Additionally, effective 
and thorough presentation. Aprill, 1996 taxpayers will have 

I attended the IRS Northeast the right to appeal liens, levies and f?·) Region/Bar Liaison Meeting in New seizures proposed by the IRS. Publi-
/ 

York City on March 21st and 22nd. cation 1660 explains the procedures 
The meeting was the first since the for requesting an appeal. New proce-
reorganization of the IRS and Chief dures are being issued to formalize 
Counsel's office took place. The the IRS' long-standing practice 
meeting was attended by representa- prohibiting special agents from 
tives from all of the State Bars within compromising the tax liability of an 
the new region which now stretches informant in exchange for informa-
from Maine to Michigan. On hand tion of another taxpayer. See IRM 
at the meeting were the Regional §9373.31(8) for further information. 
Commissioner, Herma Hightower, The IRS will also amend Section 
Regional Counsel, Agatha V qrsanger, 424(16) of the Manual to increase 
as well as the Regional Director of IRS efforts to investigate tax infor-
Appeals, Johr. Mackett, and various mation reported by payers that is 
directors of collection, criminal and challenged by the taxpayer for accu-
examination. racy such as information Forms W-2 

The exchange between the IRS and Forms 1099. 
representatives and State Bar offi- With the closing ofthe IRS Chief 
cials were lively and frank. Service Counsel office in Grand Rapids, 
officials appear to be eager to make Assistant District Counsel Mark 
contact and develop a rapport with Pendry has moved to Detroit and 
the new region. A complete set of has assumed the duties of Assistant 
Minutes from this meeting will District Counsel in Detroit. 
be made available to all section 
members. 3. Future Activities. 

The next scheduled IRS Practice and fj) 2. Recent Developments. Procedure Committee Meeting will be 
The IRS through Announcement 96-5 the annual meeting that will be held 

8 has implemented certain administra-
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in conjunction with the State Bar 
meeting in Grand Rapids on Wednes
day, September 18, 1996. The meet
ing will be combined with that of the 
Employee Benefits Committee. A 
detailed announcement will be 
forthcoming. 

Report of the State 
and Local Committee 
Gregory A. Nowak, Chairperson 
Price Waterhouse LLP 
200 Renaissance Center, Suite 3900 
Detroit, Michigan 48243 
(313) 568-5282 

1. Recent Activities. 
Our last meeting was held on 
Wednesday, May 8, 1996 from 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the University 
Club in Lansing. Members of the 
Michigan Senate Finance Committee 
and the Michigan House Tax Policy 
Committee and staff of those commit
tees were invited to attend an intro
ductory meeting/luncheon with our 
committee members. There was a 
strong showing of legislators and 
committee members at this meeting. 
The legislators and committee mem
bers expressed significant interest in 
continuing this meeting on an annual 
basis. 

The committee discussed several 
items with the legislators. Of par
ticular interest was the issue of the 
SBT amendments which were made 
in late 1995. 

2. Task Force to Provide Com
ment on SBT Amendments. 
During the committe~'s February 
meeting with David Kirvan, then
administrator of the Single Business 
Tax Division, the committee dis
cussed a controversial aspect of the 
new legislative changes, the alternate 
apportionment of the tax base in the 
event that the CAD amendments are 
held unconstitutional. (Please note-

Dave was recently named the head of 
the Hearings & Tax Research Divi
sion. Roger Ruppal is currently the 
acting Administrator of the SBT 
Division.) These constitutional 
fallback changes give rise to numer
ous procedural issues, particularly in 
connection with the short 90-day 
statute of limitations on refund 
claims contained in MCL 205.27a(6). 

As was discussed in the previous 
committee report, we have formed a 
sub-committee to study these issues 
and potentially prepare recommenda
tions to the Department of Treasury 
or the legislature concerning the 
impact of these changes. We are still 
looking for members interested in 
participating in this subcommittee. 
Please contact the Committee chair
man at (313) 568-5282 for further 
details. 

4. Subcommittee Developing Real 
Estate Transfer Tax "Q & A". 
Another worthwhile development of 
our February meeting with Dave 
Kirvan was the opportunity for the 
State and Local Tax Committee to 
submit questions to the Michigan 
Department of Treasury concerning 
points of uncertainty in connection 
with the Michigan Real Estate Trans
fer Tax. In later discussions, Mr. 
Kirvan also expressed his interest in 
reviewing any proposed answers that 
the subcommittee feels would be 
supported by the statute. 

Currently, the subcommittee is 
working to prepare a list of proposed 
questions and proposed answers for 
the Department's review. Anyone 
interested in assisting the subcom
mittee in this project or desiring to 
submit a proposed question should 
contact the Committee chairman. 

5. Recent Legislative 
Developments. 

• SB 872 - Credit For 
Apprenticeship Expenses 
Responding to various calls for 

Reports 
from the 
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the establishment of more oppor
tunities for young men and 
women to develop trade skills, 
the state legislature is moving 
quickly to pass legislation which 
will provide SBT credits to firms 
that hire young apprentices. As 
currently drafted, employers 
would be entitled to a credit, not 
to exceed $2,000.00 annually for 
each apprentice, equal to 50% of 
the apprentice's compensation 
and benefits and 100% of certain 
education costs. A requirement 
for the credit is that the appren
ticeship program be registered 
with federal and local appren
ticeship organizations. 

• PA 347- SBT Deduction 
For Royalties Paid by Film 
Distributors 
Effective retroactive to July 15, 
1993, PA 347 of 1996, disallows 

Michigan Tax Lawyer-2nd Quarter 1996 

the current SBT royalty income 
subtraction to a film producer/ 
owner for payments made by a 
film distributor for copyrighted 
motion picture films, program 
matter, or signals. The act 
permits a film distributor to 
deduct·such payments. This 
result arises by excluding pay
ments by a distributor to the 
owner of film rights from the 
general SBT nontaxable/nonde
ductible treatment of royalties. 

The law was amended previ
ously in 1993 to benefit theater 
owners at the expense of film 
distributors by reversing the 
normal royalty treatment for film 
payments. This amendment is 
intended to relieve the burden on 
distributors by shifting the 
burden one step further, to the 
film producer. 

MEETING ALL YOUR VALUATION NEEDS •.. 
Business Valuation 

•Estate and Gift Taxation •ESOPs •Marital Dissolutions •Shareholder Disputes •Succession Planning 

Real Estate Appraisal 
•Purchase/Sale Advisement •Ad Valorem Tax •Financing •Condemnation •Cost Segregation •Sale/Leaseback 

Machinery and Equipment Appraisal 
• Allocation of Purchase Price • Financing • Insurance • Leasing/Residuals • Asset Redeployment • Property Tax 

Litigation Support 
•Construction Disputes •Intellectual Property •Lost Profits •Business Interruption •Wrongful Termination 

Mergers and Acquisitions 
•Sale/Divestiture Representation •Focused Acquisition Searches •Value Enhancement •Fairness Opinions 

For more information call John N. Ross, Director at (810) 932-2950 

Shanker & Stout Valuation Consultants, Inc. 
30445 Northwestern Hwy. • Suite 100 • Farmington Hills, MI 48334 

Detroit:(810) 932-2950 • Lansing: (517) 484-1310 
f)J 
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Current Flat Tax Proposals: 
Problem Solvers or Political Platforms? 
By: Christopher A. McMican 

Which is better: a flat rate tax 
system or a scheme with progressive 
rates? Although this issue has been 
previously debated, it is now receiv
ing more Congressional attention 
than ever. Legislators are consider
ing replacing the current progressive 
~ax syste~ because of its existing 
madequac1es. This article begins 
with an analysis of some of the 
problems of our current system, 
followed by a somewhat detailed 
e~planation of the flat tax concept. 
Finally, an analysis of several of 
the current flat tax proposals which 
attempt to resolve the current 
system's problems is included. 

What's wrong with our 
current system? 
First and foremost, why even con
sider adopting a flat rate tax sys
te;m?1 Specifically, what is wrong 
With our current progressive rate 
system? It is generally believed that 
the current system needs some sort 
of overhaul because it is complicated 
unfair and ineffective. 2 Most politi- ' 
~i~ns believe that the current system 
IS madequate due to its collection of 
insufficient revenues. Further, they 
find deficiencies in the system be
cause of unfair special interest deduc
tions and exclusions, economic 
distortion, expensive administration 
and compliance costs, an unfair 
marriage penalty, bracket creep and 
because of its tendency to prom~te 
taxpayer cheating and noncompli
ance.3 In addition, American taxpay
ers have always viewed the marginal 
rates as excessive. Indeed, when 
asked to name the "least fair" tax 
Americans consistently chose the' 
property and federal income taxes. 4 

The United States government is 
dependent on the tax system to raise 

en~ugh revenue to fund the economy. 
Without engaging in a political · 
debate regarding revenues and 
expenses, suffice it to say that the 
country's revenues are not meeting 
the needs of the expense side of the 
balance sheet. It has even been said 
that since World War II, for every 
new dollar in revenue taken in by 
the federal government in taxes 
Congress has spent $1.59.5 Bec~use 
flat tax activists believe that a flat 
rate system will produce more rev
enue than the current system, they 
have concluded that their system will 
do a great deal to balance the budget. 
. At its point of origin, the federal 
mcome tax was relatively simple and 
flat. However, due to an increased 
need for revenue, Congress has 
enacted numerous rate increases over 
the years. In short, rate increases 
have been viewed as the simplest 
method to increase revenues. The 
severe rate increases during times of 
war are testimony to this fact. Every 
time there is a rate increase the 
Internal Revenue Code beco~es more 
~omplex. This is due, in part, to an 
mcreased number of tax brackets and 
preference items which usually follow 
a rate increase. As a result of these 
changes, taxpayers have more diffi
culty understanding the intent of the 
Code and the rate of compliance 
decreases. Increasing fiscal revenues 
by broadening the tax base instead of 
increasing the rates is a primary goal 
of the flat tax proposals. This ap
pears to be sound theory, but its 
practical effect remains open for 
debate. 

Because the average American is 
far removed from the Congressional 
efforts (or lack thereof) to balance the 
budget, most taxpayers do not see the 
need for high marginal tax rates, and 
consequently, feel that the current 
system is unfair. Because unfairness 
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pleas come from lower as well as 
upper bracket taxpayers, it is some
what amazing that our current 
system has survived for so long. 
Consider "A," a wealthy taxpayer 
whose marginal rate of tax is 39.6%. 
"A" feels that the progressive rates 
are unfair because he donates a 
significant portion of his paycheck to 
Uncle Sam simply because he earns 
a substantial amount of income. ".N' 
further perceives this as a disincen
tive to work and achieve. On the 
other side of the coin is "B," who pays 
tax at a lower rate of 15% because 
he earns a modest income. ''B" feels 
cheated because although he gets no 
help from the Internal Revenue Code, 
".N' gets the benefit of the "loopholes" 
which reduce his average tax rate. 
In the middle of this quagmire are 
"C" and "D," both middle income 
taxpayers. "C" knows that he and 
"D" make exactly the same amount of 
money in any given year. However, 
"C" feels that he is being cheated 
because he asks, "how do I know that 
'D' is paying tax at the same rate as I 
am? We both have the same amount 
of income, so should we not have the 
same amount of disposable income 
after taxes?" Congressmen Armey 
and Gephardt feel that a flat tax 
system will help Americans overcome 
these anxieties. 

Other economic distortion prob
lems are reflected in taxpayer behav
ioral responses to higher tax rates. 
Among the responses that can be 
expected in reaction to higher tax 
rates imposed on individuals, coupled 
with a wider differential between 
ordinary and capital gains rates, is a 
movement by investors to shift their 
portfolios away from dividend-paying 
(ordinary income-producing) assets 
toward capital gains-yielding assets. 
This investment shifting activity 
affects revenues in at least four ways. 
First, as tax rates increase, share
holder-taxpayers will sell off divi
dend-paying assets, resulting in tax-
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induced realizations of capital gains 
by the sellers. 6 Second, once portfo
lios are rebalanced, fewer high
bracket shareholders will hold divi
dend-paying stocks and more taxable 
shareholders will favor deferral 
investments, lowering their future 
expected tax liabilities (the "portfolio 
effect"). Third, fewer corporations 
will increase their dividends and 
more will be able to reinvest reten
tions, decreasing exposure of earn
ings to the corporate double tax. 
Fourth, lower share price and returns 
accruing to dividend-paying firms, at 
least in the short run, may diminish 
access to the equity market as a 
source of financing corporate invest
ments and increase the propensity 
of these firms to use debt and reduce 
corporate income with interest 
deductions. 7 

Still other taxpayer responses 
include substituting capital gains 
or tax-exempt income for ordinary 
income, substituting tax-exempt or 
deferred compensation for wages, 
substituting one business organiza
tional form for another (e.g., a C 
corporation for a partnership or S 
corporation), substituting leisure or 
investment for labor, and decreasing 
tax law compliance. In the aggre
gate, all of these factors suggest that 
these income-reducing taxpayer 
responses to higher tax rates could 
eliminate most or possibly all of the 
potential revenue gain from the rate 
increases. 8 

Perhaps the strongest taxpayer 
complaint about the current progres
sive system is its complexity. Not 
only does it cost Americans time, 
effort, and money to comply, but it 
also requires the federal government 
to spend large amounts of money and 
resources to administer the system; 
In 1988, Professor Jonathan Skinner, 
of the University ofVirginia, calcu
lated that uncertainty with regard 
to the federal taxation of wage and 
investment income costs the U.S. 
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economy 0.4% of the national income proposals merely advocate a "flatter" 
per year. For example, liJ.pplying tax, sometimes called a "modified" 
Professor Skinner's cost figure to flat rate system. 
1993 national income, the widespread By most definitions, a pure flat tax 
taxpayer uncertainty that accompa- system is one that taxes all taxpayers 
nied the tax changes embodied in the at the same rate. In other words, all 
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 taxpayers would compute their 
costed the U.S. economy an estimated respective tax bases, then multiply by 
$20.5 billion. 9 a single rate which would be used by 

Aside from general uncertainty, all taxpayers. Most practitioners 
there are large costs incurred by believe that a rate of 15-17% would 
taxpayers who attempt to comply be sufficient to produce approxi-
with the Internal Revenue Code's mately the same amount of revenue 
complex provisions. These costs that the Treasury currently collects. · Taxing gross 
result from taxpayers efforts to Ask most Americans if they would income seems 
grapple with, and adjust to, these like this type of system and one is unfair, complex, and frequently changing, likely to get a favorable response. 
tax base questions. Key sources of However, this scheme undermines at especially for 
compliance costs that pertain espe- least two foundations of our current .businesses, 
cially to an unstable tax code are the tax system. First, a flat tax proposal where large 
following: will encounter political opposition expenses may 

(1) research and planning; from the left because it destroys be incurred to 
(2) monitoring and participating vertical equity. Historically, these produce in the tax legislative and legislators have enthusiastically - administrative process; and defended the "earn more, pay more" revenue. 
(3) appealing IRS tax decisions concept. 

and litigating tax disputes Political problems aside, a pure flat 
that can result from different tax system levies its rates on gross 
interpretations of changing income, whereas our current system 
laws.10 taxes only net income. Taxing gross 

Furthermore, many Americans will income seems unfair, especially for 
not even attempt to fill out their own businesses, where large expenses 
individual1040 (or for that matter may be incurred to produce revenue. 
1040A or 1040EZ) forms because of Hence, the modified system has 
these perpetual changes. received more support than the pure 

flat proposals because the allowance 

I 

What exactly is a Flat Tax? of expense deductions and personal 
,,, When most legislators talk about exemption. 

instituting a flat tax rate, they do so 
believing that it will be simpler, Current Congressional Proposals 

"· easier, and more equitable and cost There are several flat tax proposals 
efficient. Indeed, when their con- that have been submitted to Con-
stituents get wind of these proposals, gress within the past several years. 
they also are receptive to accomplish- It is important to note which legisla-
ing these goals with such a rudimen- tor has proposed the particular plan, 
tary solution. However, after further his or her party affiliation, the rea-
analysis, it is noteworthy that most sons behind the proposal, the goals 
of the proposals do not refer to a intended to be accomplished by the 
"pure" flat tax because that scheme plan, and perhaps most importantly, - fails to accomplish many of these the extent to which it retains an 
goals. Quite the contrary, most of the element of progressivity. 

13 
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The Helms Plan 
The first plan that will be discussed 
is a plan authored by Senator Jesse 
Helms which was proposed in early 
1993. Senator Helms, a Republican, 
adopts these characteristics for his 
plan:11 

(1) a 10% tax on all earned income 
(but not portfolio income such 
as capital gains, interest and 
dividends); 

(2) the elimination of the corporate 
income tax; 

(3) the elimination of all current 
deductions and credits; and 

(4) an exemption of $10,000 of 
income per taxpayer. 

Senator Helms feels that his plan 
would stimulate economic growth by 
eliminating the tax on capital gains. 
From this, he concludes that invest
ment and the expansion of capital 
funds would be encouraged, leading 
to an increase in businesses and 
employment.12 

Helms also argues that his flat tax 
plan would not only eliminate the 
penalty for investing in stock, but 
would also stimulate greater capital 
availability for economic growth 
through the elimination of the tax on 
dividends. A flat tax may also bring 
greater efficiency to the economy by 
eliminating preferences in the tax 
code that interfere in economic 
decisions. Finally, Helms believes 
that the flat rate would simplify the 
income tax system and enhance its 
fairness and equitability. In conjunc
tion with simplification, Helms 
advocates using postcard size compli
ance forms, which he believes, would 
put an end to the huge and burden
some tax avoidance industry.13 

Helms should be commended for 
proposing a plan that would benefit 
taxpayers to such a degree. Indeed, 
his plan would be very fair, and its 
simplicity would be welcome by most 
taxpayers. However, his plan's major 
shortcoming is glaring- its revenue 
production would be insufficient. 
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Helms would adopt a plan with only 
a 10% rate applied against income. 
A plan with such a low rate, coupled 
with a complete elimination of the 
corporate tax, would fall far short of 
meeting the revenue needs of our 
country. 

The Quick Plan 
It is interesting to note that immedi
ately following Senator Helms' plan 
in the Congressional Record, he cites 
to another flat tax proposal. This 
particular proposal was constructed 
by a veteran Internal Revenue Ser
vice officer, Karen Quick. Quick 
begins by explaining, in her opinion, 
why the current tax system needs an 
overhaul. She then notes that 
taxpayers, legislators, accountants, 
and administrators are among the 
parties who want tax reform, but 
cannot agree on how to achieve it. 

Quick's plan, although similar in 
some respects to Senator Helms' 
plan, would retain the corporate tax 
in a modified form. Specifically, she 
sets out her basic steps to true reform 
as follows: 

(1) abolish loopholes; 
(2) broaden the tax base; 
(3) change to a low, flat rate; 
( 4) deduct a personal allowance; 
(5) exempt an amount for each 

dependent; and 
(6) file simplified 1040 and 1120 

forms. 14 

Quick arrived at her steps for tax 
reform based on what she perceived 
to be the goals of sound tax policy. 
Specifically, her objectives include 
administrative ease, conservation of 
resources, a dynamic economy, effi
ciency, and fairness. In short, these 
goals would be achieved through a 
series of changes. First, Quick would 
repeal all individual adjustments to 
income (except withholding and 
excess FICA credits). She would 
allow depreciation in a simplified 
form that would not differentiate 
between asset classes. Second, 
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include employee compensation, such poorer families would pay little or 
as wages, salaries, tips, pensions, no income tax. After combining all 
bonuses, prizes, fringe benefits, sources of income and subtracting 
workers compensation and the mar- the allowances, taxable income would 
ket value of non-cash items. She remain. If the amount was positive, 
would also utilize a personal allow- then the flat rate would be applied 
ance of $6,000 for married taxpayers to arrive at a total income taxP 
filing jointly, $4,500 for head of Quick would use the lowest pos-
household status, and $3,000 for sible rate to sufficiently fund the 
single status. After subtracting fiscal budget. Believing that her 

1., dependent allowances of $1,000 each, proposal is superior to the current 
a low, flat rate would be applied system, Quick states that a broad 
against taxable income. Finally, flat rate system would eliminate the 
returns wo1,1ld be filed on a simplified "loopholes" which make a mockery of 
Form 1040, and withholding would the system. She even notes that the 
be required at the source whenever 19% flat rate proposed by some plans 
possible. 15 is too high; in fact, she believes a flat 

Quick would retain the corporate rate of 10% would be sufficient to 
income tax, but would revise it in fund an efficient federal government 

Quick's plan several ways. She would allow gross operation. 18 

revenue to be reduced by ordinary Withholding at the source is is premised 
and necessary business expenses central to Quick's plan. Wages, on the fact that 

- which would include the cost of pensions, interest, and dividends most taxpayers 
purchasing goods and services used would all be subject to the low flat would have 
during the tax year. Her plan would rate. Using a withholding chart, the already allow depreciation and amortization payer would retain and remit the 
at a rate that provides an adequate income tax to the Internal Revenue remitted the 
cushion for inflation but which would Service through a quarterly employ- correct amount 
not favor one asset over another. ment tax return (Form 941). The of tax via 
Further, tax credits would be re- recipient would be issued an informa- withholding. 
pealed; this would include the invest- tional document such as a W-2 or 
ment tax credit, the jobs credit, the 1099 showing the total income and 
research and development credit, and withholdings. Quick's plan is pre-
the business energy credit. Finally, mised on the fact that most taxpay-
tax would be computed on the simpli- ers would have already remitted the 
fied Form 1120 using the same low, correct amount of tax via withhold-

,,,. flat rate assessed on the individual ing. They would then be required 
income tax return. If negative income only to indicate their filing status 
resulted, Quick would allow the loss and number of dependents on 
to be carried forward. 16 their withholding certification 

Quick's plan would use Form 1040 (Form W-4).19 

to report employee compensation, Further defending her system, 
dividends, interest, capital gains and Quick notes that withholding at the 
losses, and the net income or loss source would assist the federal 
from sole proprietorships, partner- government in collecting those in-
ships, and small business corpora- comes which go unreported. For 
tions. Rents, royalties, and other example, former IRS Commissioner 
sources of individual income would be Mortimer Chaplin estimated the 

e included on Form 1040. Quick feels following percentages of income go 
that her system is fair because the unreported: 
personal and dependent allowances (1) 35-50% of royalty and rental 

15 
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income; 
(2) 30-40% of all self-employed 

income; 
(3) 17-22% of capital gains; and 
(4) 8-16% of dividend and interest 

income. 
Withholding would help collect the 

revenues listed above by requiring 
payers of royalty income to withhold 
at the source, and residential rental 
income payers would be required to 
submit an informational form stating 
the amount and recipient of the 
rental income. Quick would also like 
to see local governments collect the 
income tax on real estate sales at the 
time the deeds are recorded. 20 

Quick's plan would raise far more 
revenue than the Helms plan. By 
taxing all forms of income and retain
ing the corporate income tax, she 
feels that her plan ensures the rais
ing of a sufficient amount of revenue. 
Moreover, by continuing to require 
withholding, her plan will actually 
collect the revenue. However, 
Quick's plan has lost sight of one of 
the primary goals of tax reform
simplicity. With requirements such 
as residential lessor information, 
numerous personal allowances, and 
unlimited net operating loss carry
overs, her plan will do very little to 
simplify our complex system. 

The Armey Plan 
Notwithstanding that flat rate pro
posals have been rejected by Con
gress at every presentation, 
Representative Richard K. Armey, 
a Republican from Texas, contends 
that the main question regarding the 
current tax system is whether it will 
be replaced by a flat tax or by "one of 
the various iterations of a consump
tion tax.''21 Unlike most flat tax 
proponents who have only powerless 
theory to offer, Armey is in a power
ful position as a member of the House 
Ways and Means Committee which 
initiates tax reform bills. His pro
posal is part of a three-pronged 
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reform proposal that also includes 
major spending cuts and decreased 
regulation. 

Armey's flat tax bill, titled the 
Freedom and Fairness Restoration 
Act, proposes a flat tax rate of 17%. 
Generally, all personal income would 
be taxed once at the single low rate of 
17%. There would be no special tax 
breaks of any kind except for a de
pendent deduction of $5,300 and a 
generous personal allowance. 22 Like
wise, taxable business income would 
simply be calculated by applying a 
17% rate to the income which re
mained after subtracting expenses. 23 

The first criticism of Armey's plan 
comes from the Treasury itself. The 
Treasury believes that an applied 
rate of 17% would cost $244 billion 
per year in lost revenue. In fact, the 
Treasury believes that a 25.8% flat 
rate would be needed for Armey's 
plan to be self-financing. In addition, 
the Treasury also believes that the 
standard deductions would have to 
be reduced by about 87%, which could 
leave only a $1,600 deduction for a 
single filer, a $3,200 deduction for 
joint filers, a $2,100 deduction for 
heads of household, and an exemp
tion of $650 for each dependent. 24 

Not only does the Treasury have a 
problem with Armey's proposal, but it 
seems to have a problem with flat tax 
proposals in general. Specifically, the 
Treasury believes that because a rate 
of nearly 25% would need to be 
imposed to raise adequate revenue, 
those families with incomes at or 
above $200,000 would have higher 
after-tax incomes under the flat tax 
than under current law. Conversely, 
families with incomes under 
$200,000 would see lower after tax 
incomes under the flat tax proposal. 
A Treasury study indicates that 
when compared to current law, 
Armey's proposal would reduce after
tax income by between 0.3 and 2.6% 
for families with incomes below 
$200,000, but would increase after-

f> 
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tax income by 6.5% for families with 
incomes above $200,000. In other 
words, the tax burden born~ by 
families with incomes below $200,000 
would increase by between 2.5% and 
14.8% and the tax burden borne by 
families with incomes above $200,000 
woulddecrease by 21.5%.25 

Armey's plan becomes more attrac
tive if the earned income credit were 
not retained. If the credit were 
eliminated, the Treasury estimates 
that the cost of the proposal would 
fall to $219 billion at 1995 income 
levels. However, repealing the 
earned income credit makes any flat 
tax proposal less attractive because it 
causes regressivity. With no earned 
income credit, the increased tax 
burden would fall mostly on lower 
income working families with chil
dren. At this point, it is unclear 
whether Armey intends to retain the 
earned income credit.26 

Armey's plan is further criticized 
by Dr. Norman B. Ture,27 who feels 
that the plan's inadequacies stem 
from its large basic deductions for 
individual taxpayers. These large 
basic deductions would remove many 
people from the income tax rolls, 
which would relieve them of "any 
significant tax awareness." He 
further argues that people who do not 
pay for government services tend to 
demand more of such services. From 
this, he concludes that the income tax 
would fail to perform the basic func
tion of taxes in a free society for these 
people, which is to inform the public 
about the cost of government activ
ity. 28 Ture also argues that Armey's 
proposal has deficiencies because it 
would hide tax burdens of individuals 
who receive dividends, interest, and 
other types of returns on savings and 
investment, since the tax would be 
paid by the business in which the 
taxpayers had invested. Among 
other criticisms of Armey's plan, Ture 
thinks that the plan is lacking be
cause it does not allow deductions for 

state and local taxes. This, he says, 
unfairly denies taxpayers deductions 
for what in essence is a cost incurred 
in the production of revenues. Accord
ing to Ture,, ''usage taxes and excises 
paid by businesses are no less of a 
cost of producing income than are 
business purchases of products 
and services, and surely should be 
deductible.''29 

Armey feels that his plan would 
lose only $40 billion in its first year, 
which could be offset with spending 
cuts. Further, Armey defends his 
plan by noting that the bias of the 
current tax system against saving 
would be eliminated, and capital 
gains, interest income, stock divi
dends, and other investment income 
would be taxed only through the 
business tax, not to the individual. 
In addition, all targeted deductions 
would be eliminated. ao 

Armey feels that the initial criti
cism of his proposal will be that a flat 
tax is regressive and unfair. To this 
he responds that his plan is progres
sive due to its generous personal 
allowances. These allowances do, in 
fact, take many low income families 
off the tax rolls. Further, Armey 
argues that not only will total rev
enue be increased, but high income 
taxpayers will actually pay more 
taxes when the rates are lowered; he 
cites the Kennedy tax cuts in 1963 
and the Reagan cuts in 1981 as 
support for this belief. 

The final segment of Armey's 
plan addresses withholding. The 
plan, contrary to most other flat tax 
proposals, calls for no withholding at 
the source. Eliminating withholding 
would require taxpayers to write 
monthly checks to the IRS. Each 
taxpayer would experience twelve 
occasions for comparing the value 
of government benefits received with 
the value of disposable income lost. 
By taking money out of the paycheck 
before it is ever in the worker's 
pocket, Armey feels that taxpayers 
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are not confronted with how much 
money they are handing over to the 
government. Saving becomes much 
easier when the money is automati
cally taken out of your pay. So too 
with taxation. Not only do we fail to 
feel the true bite of taxation, but the 
system has been set up so that we 
think we are getting goodies from 
Uncle Sam in the form of tax rebates. 
Voters will take a different view of 
taxes when they receive their pay 
up front and have to write a m.onthly 
check to cover their tax liabilities. 
Once this system of taxation is in 
place, Armey believes that there will 
hardly be any need for the spending 
limits of his bill, because lawmakers 
will know all too well that they will 
not have any luck coercing new 
revenues out of the electorate 
through deficit spending. 31 

Most taxpayers favor the idea of 
Armey's flat tax rate for its simplic
ity, if not for its resulting tax savings. 
However, all good things must end 
somewhere. If the flat rate is enacted, 
individuals will lose some of the 
popular deductions. The home mort
gage, the state and local tax, and 
charitable deductions are examples. 
The elimination of these deductions 
could have profound effects on the 
economy, such as discouraging the 
purchase of houses, depressing the 
construction industry, and creating 
a shortfall of state and local govern
ment revenue. 
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Conclusion 
Flat tax structures have been pro
posed in the past, but never have 
they been as seriously considered as 
now, with the Republicans in control 
of Congress. Additionally, Democrats 
have moved to support the idea, 
contrary to their position in prior 
years. At first glance, the flat tax 
seems to be a fine concept which 
would accomplish many of the goals 
that our current system does not, 
such as fairness, simplicity, equity, 
and cost-effectiveness. However, 
converting to such a system may not 
be as simple and predictabJe as some 
political candidates think. Indeed, 
ours is a system that has been 
worked and re-worked for years, 
with present positions and future 
transactions premised on past 
considerations. Simply scrapping the 
entire system might throw the entire 
economy into turmoil, and may create 
new problems .. Agreeing that the tax 
system should be "flatter," maybe 
Congress should start with the 
current tax law and work backward 
to simplify it one step at a time. 

CHRISTOPHER A. McMICAN is an 
attorney with the law offices of 
Clark Hill P L.C specializing in 
taxation and is a frequent contribu
tor to the Michigan Tax Lawyer. 
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Entity Classification -"Check The Box" 
Proposed Regulations 
By Glenn Dance, Thomas Fuller, stock association. 
Richard Gordon, Monty Jackel, and • An entity that is taxable as an 
Timothy Tuerff insurance company under 

On May 9, 1996, the IRS issued 
subchapter L. 

• A state-chartered entity engaged 
proposed regulations under§ 7701 in banking if its deposits are 
that would implement the check-the- insured by FDIC or under a 
box entity classification proposal similar program. 
announced in Notice 95-14. The • An entity taxable as a corpora-
proposals are generally favorable to tion under other Code sections 
taxpayers, allowing them to deter- (for example, certain publicly 
mine the tax status of a business traded partnerships). 
entity without having to analyze its The regulations also set forth a 
nontax legal characteristics. How- country-by-country list of 82 specific 
ever, transition rules, grandfather foreign entities (that is, entities 
rules and elections should be care- organized in countries other than 
fully considered. the United States) that are per se 

The regulations are proposed to corporations. 
apply to tax periods beginning on or 
after the date they are published in Eligible Entities t) final form in the Federal Register. Entities not automatically treated 
Until that time, current rules apply. as corporations (referred to as "eli-

How the Rules Will Work 
gible entities") may elect their classi-
fication. An entity with more than 

In General one owner can elect to be classified as 
The proposed regulations set forth either a corporation or a partnership. 

rules for the tax classification of a An entity with only one owner can 
business entity, defined as any entity elect to be classified as a corporation 
other than a trust or special entity or to be disregarded as an entity 
(such as a REMIC)~ Different classi- separate from its owner (that is, to 
fication regimes apply to domestic be treated as a sole proprietorship, 
and foreign business entities. An branch or division). 
entity can be a business entity even The proposed regulations prescribe 
if it has only one owner. default rules that apply if no election 

is made. If a domestic eligible entity 
Per Se Corporations makes no election, it will be treated 

Per se corporations cannot be as a partnership if it has more than 
partnerships. These domestic busi- one owner and disregarded if it has 
ness entities are per se corporations only a single owner. If a foreign 
under the proposed regulations: eligible entity makes no election, it 

• An entity organized under a will be treated as a partnership if it 
federal, state or Indian tribe has more than one owner and any 
statute that refers to the entity owner has unlimited liability; treated 
as incorporated or as a corpora- as an association if all owners have 
tion, body corporate or body limited liability; and disregarded if it 
politic. has a single owner with unlimited t • An entity organized under a liability. 
state statute that describes it as The proposed regulations prescribe 

20 a joint-stock company or joint-
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procedural rules for making the rations existing on the effective date 
election, and specify the required will also be treated as corporations 
time, place, contents and signatures. unless they qualify for the special 
(An organization exempt from tax grandfather rule described later. 
under§ 501(a) is deemed to have 
elected to be taxed as a corporation General Rule: Eligible Entities 
on the first date for which exemption An eligible entity (that is, an entity 
is claimed.) In general, an election other than a domestic or foreign per 
must be filed no later than 75 days se corporation) that is in existence on 
after its desired effective date. An the effective date of the regulations 
initial selection of classification may will be classified in accordance with 
be made once without restriction. its election, if an election is made. 
Mter a change has been made, how- If no election is made, then (with 
ever, the entity must wait 60 months one exception) an eligible entity that 
before it is eligible to make a new is in existence on the effective date of 
election. the regulations will have the same 

classification on and after the effec-
Treatment of Existing Entities for tive date that it claimed on the day 
Pre-Effective-Date Tax Periods before the effective date. (For this 
The classification of business entities rule, a foreign eligible entity is 
that are domestic per se corporations treated as in existence on the effec-
will be determined under current law tive date only if its classification is 
(that is, the four-factor test). A relevant to the federal tax liability 

- special rule (called a "transition rule" of any person during the period that 
in the proposed regulations, although includes that date.) In effect, the 
not a transition rule in the usual entity will be treated as having 
sense) applies to all other entities. elected that classification. The 

Under this rule, the claimed classi- exception: If an eligible entity with a 
fication of such an entity that is in single owner claimed to be a partner-
existence before that effective date ship, the entity will be disregarded. 
will be respected for all periods 
before that date if (1) the entity had a Special Grandfather Rule for Foreign 
reasonable basis (within the meaning per se Corporations in Existence on 
of§ 6662) for its claimed classifica- MayS, 1996 

;~ tion, (2) it claimed the same classifi- A foreign entity that appears on 
cation for all prior periods and (3) the list of per se corporations will 
neither the entity nor any of its nonetheless be treated as a partner-
owners had been notified in writing ship on and after th~ effective date 
on or before May 8, 1996 that the of the regulations if (1) it was in 
entity's classification was under IRS existence and claimed to be a part-
examination. If these criteria are not nership on May 8, 1996 and for all 
satisfied, the entity's classification prior periods, (2) its tax classification 
will be determined under the four- was relevant to the federal tax liabil-
factor test. ity of any person during the period 

that includes that date, (3) it had a 
Treatment of Existing Entities for reasonable basis (within the meaning 
Post-Effective-Date Tax Periods of § 6662) for claiming partnership 
General Rule: Per Se Corporations classification and ( 4) neither it nor 

,l(- Domestic per se corporations in any of its owners had been notified in 
existence on the effective date will writing on or before May 8, 1996 that 
be treated as corporations after the its classification was under IRS 
effective date. Foreign per se corpo- examination. 
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Pitfall: Compulsory Change member limited liability company 
of Classification (LLC) may, at its option, be treated 
The interaction between the rules as a sole proprietorship, branch or 
governing the treatment of existing division. Therefore, an S corporation 
entities for periods before and after may own 100 percent of an LLC and 
the effective date creates a potential elect branch treatment; and the S 
danger for an existing entity (other corporation will obtain pass-through 
than a domestic per se corporation) tax treatment of the LLC without 
that did not have a reasonable basis sacrificing liability protection. 
for claiming partnership status in 
prior years. Under the general rule State Tax Planning 
for post-effective-date periods, it will Entities operating in states that 
be a partnership for periods on and do not follow the federal rules with 
after the effective date, because a respect to the filing of consolidated 
reasonable basis is not required tax returns will be able to achieve a 
under that rule. However, the rule "self-help" consolidation by setting 
for pre-effective-date periods will not up single-member entities, such as 
protect its claim of partnership status LLCs, as "subsidiaries" that would 
for those periods because the claim be treated as non-entitiee for tax 
had no reasonable basis. The entity, purposes. 
therefore, will be treated as a corpo-
ration before the effective date of the Planning for Consolidated Groups 
regulations and a partnership there- The new single-member LLC 
after. treatment will also permit corpora- ,. 

For tax purposes, if the entity is tions to own 100 percent of an LLC, /.: 
deemed to convert from a corporation limiting their liability without 
to a partnership, the conversion will becoming subject to the detailed (and 
likely be treated as a liquidation of sometimes onerous) consolidated-
the corporation, which may be a return regulations. For example, 
taxable event for the liquidating because the LLC will be disregarded 
corporation as well as for the share- as an entity for tax purposes (if it 
holders. Also, in the international elects), any transactions with the 
setting, the deemed conversion from LLC will not be subject to the con-
a foreign corporation to a foreign solidated-return intercompany 
partnership may result in a 35 per- transaction rules of Reg§ 1.1502-13. 
cent excise tax under§ 1491 on any 
built-in gain on the foreign corpora- Foreign Planning Opportunities 
tion's assets. In General 

In these cases, it may be necessary U.S.-based multinational corpora-
to elect corporate status (within 75 tions and foreign-based multination-
days of the effective date) for post- als with investments in the United 
effective-date periods. If corporate States routinely use hybrid entities 
status is elected for a foreign entity, for a variety of tax reasons, including 
the potential § 367 consequences foreign tax credit planning, limiting 
should also be examined. the application of subpart F, and 

obtaining treaty benefits. The major-
Domestic Planning Opportunities ity of these entities are "dual charac-
Planning for S Corporations ter" or "hybrid" entities, because they 

Under current law, an S corpora- are taxed as corporations under 

t. tion may not own 80 percent or more foreign law but treated as partner-
of a subsidiary. Mter the effective ships under U.S. law. "Reverse 
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tions under U.S. law but look through 
entities under foreign law- are also 
used. All structures containing such 
entities should be reviewed before 
fmal regulations are issued in order 
to ensure that the claim of partner
ship status for any non-listed foreign 
entity has a reasonable basis, in 
order to ensure eligibility for partner
ship treatment in prior and future 
years. If a structure contains a listed 
foreign entity, it should be tested 
under the special grandfather rule; 
the structure as a whole may need 
to be revisited. 

Joint Venture Planning 
It will be easier to create hybrid 

entities under the proposed regula
tions. Use of a hybrid will allow a 
U.S. corporation to own a 10 percent-
50 percent interest in the entity and 
(because it is a partnership under 
U.S. tax law) earn general-
limitation income for foreign tax 
credit purposes. 

Planning for Foreign 
Holding Companies 

Distributions of earnings paid from 
a second- or lower-tier subsidiary to a 
foreign holding company that is a 
controlled foreign corporation (CFC) 
are generally taxable to the CFC's 
U.S. shareholder under subpart F, 
unless the same-country exception or 
high-taxed exception applies. 

If the lower-tier entity is treated 
as a branch or a partnership, its 
earnings are treated as earned di
rectly by the holding company, and 
the subsequent distribution of those 
earnings to the holding company does 
not create subpart F income. (The 
U.S. tax ramifications of including 
these earnings at the holding com
pany level should be analyzed.) 

The availability of check-the-box 
classification of lower-tier subsidiar
ies under the new regulations will 
make it easier to use foreign holding 
companies to reduce foreign with
holding taxes without realizing 
subpart F income. 

Planning for Treaty Benefits 
The ability to obtain look through 

status for U.S. purposes and corpo
rate status for local-law purposes 
may allow the use of a hybrid or 
branch entity to obtain treaty ben
efits for payments it receives from 
foreign subsidiaries. 

0 

Planning for S Corporations 
with Foreign Operations 

S corporations may not own an 
80 percent or greater interest in a 
foreign corporation. If the foreign 
entity can be treated as a branch 
under the proposed regulations, the 
foreign entity can be 100 percent 
owned by the S corporation. 

Planning for Individuals to 
Obtain Foreign Tax Credits 

A foreign entity that qualifies as 
a branch may be owned by an indi
vidual and allow the individual to 
obtain§ 901 foreign tax credits for 
foreign taxes imposed at the foreign 
entity level. This benefit may be 
coupled with the S corporation 
ownership discussed above. 

Ensuring Against Expansion 
of the Per Se Corporation List 

The final regulations could add 
new foreign entities to the list of per 
se corporations. If so, grandfather 
protection is likely to be allowed. 
Multinational corporations may wish 
to consider establishing a number of 
foreign entities not currently on the 
list- for example,' a Dutch B.V., a 
German GmbH, or a UK Limited 
Liability Company- for use in 
future planning. Such entities would 
have to be capitalized to ensure their 
tax classification is relevant to the 
parent's federal tax liability before 
the effective date. 

GLENN DANCE, RICHARD GORDON, 
and TIMOTHY TUERFF are Partners 
and THOMAS FULLER and MONTY 
JACKEL are principals in Arthur 
Andersen·s Office of Federal Tax 
Services in Washington, D.C. 
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It will be easier 
to create hybrid 
. entities under 
the proposed 
regulations. 
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Recent 
Cases 

Tax: Single Business Tax 
Case: Thiokol Corp v Roberts, __ 
F3d (CA 6, 1996) Akzo America, 
Inc v Dep't of Treasury, __ F3d 

(CA 6, 1996) 
Court/Tribunal: Sixth Circuit 
Court of Appeals 
Judge: Kennedy 
Issue: Does§ 514(a) of ERISA 
preempt the compensation add-back 
of ERISA-related sums under the 
Single Business Tax Act? Does 
§ 514(a) of ERISA preempt the 90-
day statute of limitations applicable 
to certain refund claims found in 
MCL 205.27a(6)? Does the 90-day 
statute of limitations on certain 
refund claims violate due process and 
equal protection guarantees? 
Outcome: ERISA preempts neither 
the SBTA's compensation add-back 
nor the Revenue Act's 90-day statute 
of limitations. The District Court was 
without jurisdiction to decide the 
constitutionality of the 90-day limita
tions provision. 

Tax: UseTax 
Case: Michigan Bell Telephone Co 
v Michigan Dep't of Treasury, Docket 
No. 220870; 2/2/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Is the use tax exemption 
accorded petitioner for its communi
cation equipment subject to appor
tionment? Is petitioner responsible 
for payment of use tax when its 
customer has failed to remit payment 
for petitioner's services, as well as 
for the accompanying use tax? 
Outco~e: The Department of 
Treasury improperly apportioned 
petitioner's use tax exemption, as the 
equipment qualifying for exemption 
was substantially devoted to exempt 
purposes. The Department cannot 
require petitioner to remit use tax in 
instances in which .petitioner's cus
tomer has failed to pay for the under
lying service, and additionally has 
not paid the tax to petitioner. 

Michigan Tax Lawyer-2nd Quarter 1996 

Tax: Motor Fuel Tax 
Case: Romulus Truck Stop, Inc v 
Michigan Dep't of Treasury, Docket 
No. 167898; 2/9/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
by Neumann) 
Issue: Did petitioner properly report 
and remit tax with respect to its 
motor fuel purchases in Michigan 
during the audit period? Did the 
Department of Treasury establish 
that Petitioner has fraudulent intent, 
so as to warrant imposition of a 100% 
fraud penalty? 
Outcome: Petitioner failed to show 
that the assessment was improper, 
unlawful or inappropriate, and thus 
failed to carry its burden of proof in 
the matter. The record demonstrates 
that Petitioner's conduct was such 
that it intended to evade its lawful 
motor fuel tax obligations, so that 
imposition of a 100% fraud penalty 
is appropriate. 

Tax: Motor Fuel Tax/Corporate 
Officer Liability 
Case: Elsheick v Dep't of Treasury, 
Docket No. 204434; 2/23/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Can a responsible corporate 
officer have derivative liability for 
penalty and interest assessed to the 
corporate entity? What effect does 
the corporation's bankruptcy have 
on a responsible corporate officer's 
derivative liability? Is the Depart
ment estopped from proceeding 
against a responsible corporate 
officer by reason of statements it 
made to a bonding company concern
ing whether certain assessments 
were owing? 
Outcome: A responsible corporate 
officer may be found to be liable for 
penalty and interest in addition to 
tax, but is not responsible for pay
ment of increased interest and pen
alty after the corporation files for 
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bankruptcy. The Department is not from a hearing officer's decision 
estopped from proceeding against a entered in a small claims division 
corporate officer by reason of its case? Did the Tax Tribunal's opinion 
statement certain assessments were and judgment include a sufficient 
not outstanding. statement of facts and conclusions 

of law? 
Tax: Corporate Officer Liability Outcome: The Tax Tribunal cor-
Case: Cygan v Dep't of Treasury, rectly determined conversion cost, 
Docket No. 135626; 1/26/96 (Order appropriately denied petitioner's 
Denying Petitioner's Motion for rehearing request, and complied 
Rehearing, designated for publica- with its statutory obligation to pro-
tion) vide a concise statement of facts and 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax conclusions of law in its opinion and 
Tribunal judgment. 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Whether the Tax Tribunal Tax: Property Tax/Equalization 
failed to recognize that successor Appeal 
liability provisions - not corporate Case: Covert Twp v Van Buren 
officer liability provisions - applied County Board of Commr's, Docket 
in this case. No. 224876; 2/16/96 
Outcome: Even if successor liability Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
principles may have been invoked in Tribunal 
this instance, the corporate successor Judge: Markowski 

wlt 
is just one of several responsible Issue: Was the equalization factor 
parties from which the Department used by Van Buren County to equal-
can attempt to collect. ize industrial-classed properties 

within Covert Township the product 
Tax: Property Tax/Cemetery of fraud, illegality, injustice, discrimi-
Exemption nation or computational error? 
Case: Battle Creek Memorial Park Outcome: While the equalization 
Association v City of Battle Creek, factor applied by the County was 
Docket No. 169313; 2/2/96 determined in accordance with 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax proper procedure, it was improperly 
Tribunal constituted because certain struc-
Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment tures were omitted from the STC's 
by Kopke) valuation analysis which was used in 
Issue: Whether caretaker's residence computing the industrial class factor. 
qualifies for cemetery exemption 
Outcome: Caretaker's residence is Tax: Property Tax/Valuation 
exempt. Case: Laurel Valley Office Center v 

City of Sterling Heights, Docket No. 
Tax: Property Tax/Valuation 164660; 12/18/95 
Case: Glieberman v West Bloomfield Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Twp, Docket No. 163092; 2/16/96 Tribunal 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Court of Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
Appeals by Neumann) 
Judge: Bandstra/Gribbs/Grathwohl Issue: Cash value of the subject 
(unpublished per curiam) commercial office building? 
Issue: Did the Michigan Tax Tribu- Outcome: The subject's cash value 1\\- nal correctly determine the cost for each of the tax years in issue is 
attributable to converting condo- the value determined by Respondents 
minium units to residential use? appraiser. 25 Was petitioner entitled to a rehearing 
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Tax: Property TaxN aluation 
Case: Consumers Power Co v Covert 
Twp, Docket No. 190459; 2/6/96 
(interim order) 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Hughes 
Issue: Are appraisals prepared by 
persons not licensed as real estate 
appraisers in Michigan properly 
stricken from evidence at a Tax 
Tribunal proceeding relating to the 
valuation of real property? 
Outcome: Statutory provisions 
relating to the licensure of real estate 
appraisers in Michigan do not pre
clude persons from engaging in the 
business of appraising property, but 
simply provide that, without ali
cense, a person may not hold himself 
out as a licensed appraiser. How
ever, even if an unlicensed person is 
deemed barred from lawfully prepar
ing a real estate appraisal in this 
state, this conclusion would not serve 
to render a report prepared by such 
person, and testimony provided him 
or her, inadmissible before the Tax 
Tribunal. 

Tax: Property TaxN aluation 
Case: Bell v City of Escanaba, 
Docket No. 163907; 2/22/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Did petitioners' appraiser 
accurately use projected - rather 
than actual- expenses in formulate 
an income approach in support of 
petitioners' cash value contentions 
for a 124-unit hotel in Escanaba? 
Did petitioners' appraiser, in the 
computation of his income approach, 
properly rely upon data extracted 
from a national news magazine? Did 
petitioners' appraiser properly add a 
tax rate to the discount rate in his 
income approach? 
Outcome: Petitioners' appraiser's 
income approach was accurate and 
was most representative of the sub-

Michigan Tax Lawyer-2nd Quarter 1996 

ject property's cash value. The 
appraiser's use of projected expenses 
reflects market considerations, and 
best renders cash value. Any nation
ally-oriented data relied upon by 
petitioner's appraiser was customized 
to fit the subject's region. The addi
tion of a tax rate to the discount rate 
did not constitute "double dipping." 

Tax: Property TaxN aluation 
Case: 63 Kercheval Company v City 
of Grosse Pointe Farms, Docket No. 
198402; 2/20/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Dean 
Issue: Cash value of a two-story 
commercial office building 
Outcome: The Tribunal determined 
a cash value which considered asbes
tos contamination, the need to update 
the property to accommodate barrier
free design, and the necessity of 
improving the HV AC system. 

Tax: Property TaxN aluation 
Case: Mig-Lathrup Park Associates 
v City of Lathrup Village, Docket No. 
164840; 2/9/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
by Revels) 
Issue: Cash value of a 48-unit dwell
ingcomplex 
Outcome: Respondent's valuation 
approach was rejected as premised 
upon consideration of the subject as a 
condominium complex at a time in 
which there was an insufficient 
market to absorb condo units. 

Tax: Property TaxN aluation 
Case: Stockler v Township of West 
Bloomfield, Docket Nos. 183545 and 
209588; 2/16/96 (on rehearing) 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal (small claims division case 
designated for publication) 
Judge: Morrow 
Issue: Cash value of petitioner's 
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residence; nonconsideration of by Kopke) 
''Mathieu-Gast" items Issue: Assessability of entrance fees 
Outcome: Respondent's market for admission into continuing care 
approach as adjusted accepted as community for ad valorem real 
reasonable indication of the subject property tax purposes 
property's value after repairs; Peti- Outcome: Neither party's valuation 
tioner is not precluded from receiving approach adopted in whole; entry fees 
relief under Mathieu-Gast because he deemed intangible property not 
failed to form an STC Form L-4293; subject to ad valorem property tax 
Tax Tribunal independently deter- assessment. 
mined nonconsidered cash value. 

Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of 
Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of Commercial Property 
Subsidized Housing Case: Turner Development Corp v 
Case: Yale Apartments v City of City of Kentwood, Docket No. 164 786; 
Yale, Docket No. 101521; 2/2/96 1/11/96 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal Tribunal 
Judge: Markowski Judge: Hughes 
Issue: Cash value of subsidized Issue: Cash value of office/ware-
apartment complex (FMHA § 515 house development 
subsidy) Outcome: Petitioner's appraiser's 
Outcome: Tax Tribunal adopted, methodology adopted for initial tax 

~-
value demonstrated by City's income year; Tribunal found no value decline 
and market approaches, with an in subsequent years. 
adjustment to delete amounts attrib-
utable to personal property. Tax: Property Tax/Value of Subsi-

dized Housing 
Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of Case: The Harbours Limited Part-
Subsidized Housing nership v Saugatuck Twp, Docket No. 
Case: Hillsdale I Otsego Housing Ltd 103344; 1/8/96 
v City of Hillsdale, Docket No. 83636; Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
1/3/96 Tribunal 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
Tribunal by Straatsma) 
Judge: Shinkle Issue: Cash value ofFMHA § 515 
Issue: Cash value of subsidized property 
apartment complex (FMHA §§ 515 Outcome: Tribunal in final judg-
and 521; HUD § 8 subsidies) ment adopted comparables sales 
Outcome: Tax Tribunal viewed the approach based on per-unit weighted 
properties offered by both parties as average; assessments increased. 
comparables as the most significant 
indicia of value; assessments af- Tax: Property Tax/Value of Indus-
firmed. trial Property 

Case: Thornapple Valley, Inc v City 
Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of of Detroit, Docket No. 213382; 3/5/96 
Continuing Care Community Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Case: Freedom Village v City of Tribunal Judge: Stimpson 
Hillsdale, Docket No. 170827; 1/8/96 Issue: Cash value of industrial land 

),G Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax improved with worthless buildings; 
Tribunal effect demolition costs have on vacant 
Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment property's value. 
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Outcome: Cost to demolish building the absence of persuasive proofs from 
is properly factored into usual selling petitioner. 
price. 

Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of 
Tax: Property Tax/Value of Commercial Property 
Contaminated Industrial Property Case: New England Place Apart-
Case: Sweepster, Inc v Scio Twp, ments v C. Clawson, MTT Docket No. 
Docket No. 146185; 2/2/96 1067 45 (1/12/96) Court: Michigan 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax Tax Tribunal 
Tribunal Judge: Shinkle (proposed Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
judgment by Neumann) by Newmann) 
Issue: Cash value of antiquated, Issue: Cash value of conventional 
contaminated industrial real property apartment complex. 
Outcome: Tribunal determined that Outcome: Tax Tribunal extracted 
Respondent's value assertions were data from both parties' appraisals to 
more persuasive; property was found derive cash value. 
to have substantial value although it 
was contaminated, as disclosed by the Tax: Property Tax/Uniformity 
fact that it was purchased with some Case: Anderson v Gerrish Township, 
knowledge that the site was subject MTT Docket No. 189864 (3/21/96) 
to environmental problems. Co:urt: Michigan Tax Tribunal 

Judge: Shinkle (proposed judgment 
Tax: Property Tax/Value of by Newmann) 
Commercial Property Issue: Were the assessments in 

{ Case: Matthews v City of Grand issue non-uniform? 
Ledge, Docket No. 190382; 1/3/96 Outcome: By using the same per 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax front foot rates in valuing lakefront 
Tribunal lots, the assessor achieved uniformity 
Judge: Shinkle in his assessments. 
Issue: Cash value of contaminated 
apartment complex Tax: Property Tax/Valuation 
Outcome: Respondent's income Case: Troy Technology Park v City 
approach, as adjusted to reflect of Troy, MTT Docket No. 190719 
greater risk to a prospective pur- (3/19/96) 
chaser, accepted as the best indicator Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
of the subject property's cash value Judge: Dean 
in the absence of persuasive proofs Issue: Whether the subject leased 
from petitioner. property should be assessed as if 

occupied with leases in place or as if 
Tax: Property Tax/Value of vacant. 
Commercial Property Outcome: The subject property is to 
Case: Matthews v City of Grand be valued as occupied, as it is exposed 
Ledge, Docket No. 190382; 1/3/96 to the marketplace. 
Court/Tribunal: Michigan Tax 
Tribunal Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of 
Judge: Shinkle Land Subject to PA 116 Agreement 
Issue: Cash value of contaminated Case: Meyer v City of Novi, MTT 
apartment complex Docket No. 192694 (on rehearing) 
Outcome: Respondent's income Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
approach, as adjusted to reflect (small claims decision designated for { greater risk to a prospective pur- publication) 
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Issue: Whether land subject to a PA 
116 Agreement should be valued as 
farm land rather than as develop
mental property? 
Outcome: Petitioner offered no 
valuation data in support of its cash 
value contention; any such value 
would have been required to encom
pass the full unencumbered market 
value of the land. 

Tax: Property Tax/Valuation 
of Commercial Property 
Case: Amber Management Co v 
City of Royal Oak, MTT Docket 
No. 194870 (1/22/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Stimpson 
Issue: Cash value of a 224-unit 
apartment complex. 
Outcome: Income approach utiliz
ing a mortgage/yield capitalization 
method best reflects the property's 
cash value. 

Tax: Property Tax/Mathieu-Gast 
N onconsideration 
Case: Magy v City of Birmingham, 
MTT Docket No. 193853 (1/26/96) 
(on rehearing) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Morrow (small claims case 
designated for publication) 
Issue: Whether the assessor prop
erly considered Mathieu-Gast items. 
Outcome: Assessments revised to 
reflect proper calculations for items 
subject to nonconsideration under 
Mathieu-Gast. 

Tax: Property Tax/Valuation of 
Subsidized Housing 
Case: Sebewaing Terrace Apart
ments v Sebewaing Township, MTT 
Docket No. 87675 (2/2/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Cash value of FMHA §515 
project. 
Outcome: Assessments revised 
based upon a weighted average of 
per unit price of comparable sales. 

Tax: Property Tax/53b Clerical Error 
Correction 
Case: Veenstra v Commerce Twp, 
MTT Docket No. 168457 (3/19/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Hughes 
Issue: Whether petitioner was 
afforded sufficient notice of assess
ment corrections made by the 
Township's December Board of Re
view? Whether petitioner's petition 
relating to tax year 1991 was un
timely filed? Whether the Tax Tribu
nal has the power to correct an 
assessment made under MCL 211.53b 
where the Township failed to file an 
affidavit in accordance with pre
scribed procedures? 
Outcome: Petitioner had sufficient 
notice of assessment corrections; the 
petition relating to tax year 1991 was 
untimely filed; the Tax Tribunal can 
redetermine an assessment made 
under 53b where the Township has 
insufficiently complied with proce
dural directives outlined in the 
applicable statute. 

Tax: Sales and Use Tax/Exemption 
Case: National Board for Profes
sional Teaching Standards, Inc v 
Dep't of Treasury, MTT Docket No. 
121132; 3/15/96 
Court:· Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Whether 501(c)(3) corporation 
dedicated to enhancement of educa
tion through establishment of teacher 
standards qualifies for exemption 
from sales and use tax as a charitable 
or benevolent organization 
Outcome: Entity does not provide 
gift to public at large, and this is not 
a charitable or benevolent institution. 

Tax: Sales Tax 
Case: CompuPharm-LTC v Dep't 
of Treasury, MTT Docket No. 189802 
(3/21/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Dean 
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Issue: Whether over the counter 
drugs which must be dispensed by 
prescription to nursing home patients 
are exempt from payment of sales 
tax? Whether drugs and supplies 
provided to nursing home patients for 
which payment is provided by certain 
governmental programs are exempt 
from payment of sales tax under the 
governmental entities exemption? 
Outcome: Prescription over the 
counter drugs provided to nursing 
home patients do not qualify for 
exemption, nor does the governmen
tal entities exemption apply. 

Tax: Income Tax 
Case: Doran v Dep't of Treasury, 
MTT Docket No. 230420 (3/15/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
(small claims case designated for 
publication) 
Judge: Stimpson 
Issue: Whether a lump sum early 
retirement incentive constituted 
additional income to the taxpayer, 
or a deductible pension benefit. 
Outcome: The payments in question 
were not deductible retirement 
benefits. 

Tax: Lessee-User Tax/Concession 
Exception 
Case: American Golf of Detroit v 
City of Huntington Woods, MTT 
Docket No. 197056 (2/26/96) 
Court: Michigan Tax Tribunal 
Judge: Shinkle 
Issue: Whether a private, for-profit 
enterprise operating a city golf course 
qualifies for the concession exception 
to the lessee-user tax? 
Outcome: Concession exception 
inapplicable; lessee-user tax applies. 

PATRICK R. VAN TIFLIN, MICHELE L. 
HALLORAN and KIM D. CROOKS, 
members of the law firm of Howard & 
Howard Attorneys, P C. in Lansing, 
prepared the state tax case summaries 
in this issue. 

l 
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Use of First Class Mail in Dealing with the IRS 
On December 26, 1995, the Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals issued an 
opinion that potentially affects every 
person in the circuit that files an 
income tax return or corresponds 
with the Internal Revenue Service 
("IRS"). In the case of Carroll v. 
Commissioner of the Internal Rev
enue, 1995 Fed. App. 0379P (6th Cir. 
1995), the court held that the com
mon law "mailbox rule" ''has no 
application where the IRS is in
volved". The mailbox rule basically 
provides proof of mailing of a prop
erly addressed and posted item 
creates a rebuttable presumption of 
receipt of the item in due course is 
made. 

Every year, literally millions of 
taxpayers, without even knowing it, 
rely on the mailbox rule when they 
file their tax returns, estimated 
payments and extensions on the last 
filing date (usually April15). The 
news media contributes to this tradi
tional stampede by advising taxpay
ers to file by midnight and televising 
the lineup of cars at the Post Office. 
The Postal Service at many branches 
remains open until midnight, often 
with curb-side service to make sure 
the returns are postmarked by mid
night. The great majority of the 
time, this procedure is sufficient. 
However, if for some reason the 
envelope never gets to the IRS or 
possibly just gets lost by the IRS, 
what then? Based on the reasoning 
in Carroll, in this circuit, the tax
payer will probably face additional 
penalties and interest. 

Carroll presented an opportunity 
for the Sixth Circuit to revisit their 
previous rejection of the mailbox rule 
with respect to the IRS. Mr. Carroll 
"filed" an "S-Corp" election on J anu
ary 21, 1987, which was some 54 
days before its due date for the 
election to be effective for the tax 
year at issue. There was uncontro-

verted testimony of timely mailing of 
the election. The Tax Court made 
such a finding and the IRS did not 
challenge that finding. 

Unfortunately, for Mr. and Mrs. 
Carroll, the IRS Memphis Service 
Center was unable to locate the 
election form.1 Because the IRS was 
unable to locate the election the S 
election was disallowed. Because of 
the disallowance, Mr. and Mrs. 
Carroll were issued a notice of defi
ciency with respect to the income tax 
return for approximately $22,000.00. 

Mter trial in the U.S. Tax Court, 
the court found for the IRS because 
the Sixth Circuit has historically 
refused to apply the mail box rule. 
Miller v. United States, 784 F.2d 728 
(6th Cir. 1986), and Surowka v. 
United States, 909 F.2d 148 (6th Cir. 
1990). 

Upon appeal, the Sixth Circuit had 
an opportunity to revisit its previous 
decision. The court engaged in a 
brief historical recap of the presump
tion of receipt of properly mailed 
documents. The court then turned 
its analysis to §7502(a) of the Inter
nal Revenue Code ("IRC"). This 
section of the Code allows for timely 
mailing of documents to be consid
ered timely filing. However, 
§7502(c)(1)(A) further provided that a 
showing that a document had been 
sent by registered mail would consti
tute prima facie evidence of delay. 

The Carroll court focused its 
analysis on the question: Did Con
gress repeal the previously utilized 
"mail box" rule when it enacted the 
provisions of §7502? The Court, 
recognizing that its previous rejec
tion of the mail box rule was in the 
minority, discussed several opinions 
of other circuits wherein the mail box 
rule was held still applicable despite 
the enactment of §7502(a). 

In Estate of Wood v. Commissioner, 
92 T.C. 793 (1989) (en bane), affd 
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909 F.2d 1155 (8th Cir. 1990), the 
Tax Court and later the Eight Circuit 
found the prima facie provisions of 
§7502(c) were merely a "safe harbor". 
Wood, 92 T.C. at 797-98 (emphasis by 
the court). The court further held 
that the mail box rule was a viable 
method of establishing receipt by the 
IRS. A similar result was reached by 
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Anderson v. United States, 966 F.2d 
487 (9th Cir. 1992).. 

In Miller v. United States, Id., the 
Sixth Circuit rejected the "safe har
bor" analysis of Wood and found that 
"the only exception to the physical 
delivery rule .. are the two set out in 
Section 7502 ... ". Miller at 731. 
Anderson v. United States, 966 F.2d 
487 (9th Cir. 1992). 

The Sixth Circuit essentially 
concludes its analysis by stating that 
they recently considered revisiting 
the issue en bane but there was 
insufficient support amongst the 
various judges. Therefore, the mail 
box rule will still not apply in the 
Sixth Circuit. 

Perhaps what is most interesting 
about the court's opinion is this 
statement; ''Unless the Supreme 
Court or Congress should decide 
otherwise, therefore, Miller and 
Surowka will remain good law in the 
Sixth Circuit". This statement seems 
to invite a review of this conflict 
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among the circuits by the Supreme 
Court. 

It has long been understood that 
there should be uniform application 
of the tax laws. I.R.S. Policy State
ment P-4-7 (12-23-60). At present, 
such uniformity does not exist when 
taxpayers in some states, including 
Michigan, do not have the same 
application of common law protection 
as others. This apparent inconsistent 
treatment had apparently garnered 
the attention of Congress. On April 
16, 1996, by a 425-0 vote, the House 
approved a package containing 
various taxpayer rights in dealing 
with the IRS. One of the provisions 
would give the Treasury Secretary 
authority to expand the timely
mailing as timely-filed provision of 
Section 7502 to include private 
delivery services such as UPS and 
Federal Express. While these provi
sions do not deal with application of 
the mailbox rule disparity it does 
represent an effort to expand the 
options of taxpayers in sending 
documents to the IRS. 

ERIC M. NEMETH is an associate at 
Raymond & Prokop, P C. where he special
izes in civil and criminal tax controversy 
matters. He was formerly a senior trial 
attorney forthe IRS and a Special Assistant 
U.S. Attorney. 

---------------------------ENDNOTES ---------------------------

1. An in-house IRS study dissented in an article published in the Washington Post on February 19, 1989, 
reportedly found that the IRS loses about two million tax documents from its files each year. 
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